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It has been observed by tlochschild [Z] and Swecdlcr 161 that the relatiotl betweal 
the compactness of a group G, the existence of a Haar measure with the measure of 
C equaf to 1, and the complete reducibility of the representations of C is essenl!ially 
a )Iopf-algebraic relation. In particular, Sweedler has proved for any Hopf algebra f/
over a Geld K, that the existence of an “integral’” h : N + R such that X( 1 j = 1 is 
equivalent to the complete reducibility of all comodules over ff. 
In this paper, we show that Sweedler’s result (with the definitions properly inter- 
preted) hotds for any Hopf algebra defined over a category with coherent multiplica- 
tion. Specifically, if H is a Nopf algebra over such a category, we show the equivalence 
of the existence of a map in the category with properties analogous to Sweedler’s inte- 
gral map. of the relatively complete reducibility of all comodules over N, and of the 
coseparability of H. Some applrcations of this result are given. 
Let .M be a category with coherent multiplication, that is, with a covariant bifunc- 
tor @: M X M + M, such that there exists a natural isomorphism from (M r8 N)@P 
to M@ (N@ P), and a natural isomorphism f from hf @ N to N @NW. Assume there 
exists an object R in M for which there exist natural isomorphisms between R @hf 
and M, and between M@ R and M for all M in M. Assume that all diagrams writ ten 
using these natural isomorphisms and identity maps commute. (A more detailed is- 
cussion of the notion of a category with coherent multiplication can be found in 13, 
Section 151.) We will identify (MC&V) 62 with MQP (N 8 Pj, and will identify 
M@ R and R @M with M, using the appropriate natural isomorphism. We will de- 
note by (i, j, . . . . k) the map fromMt@ . ..@M. toM$9 MI@ . . . 69 Mk composed of’ 
maps of the form nt ,@ . . . @m,, where each f?zh = I or 1. Using this notation, 
t = (24). 
A cutzfgebm overhf is an object C in M together with maps 6 : C-+ C@ C and 
E’: C+ R inkuch that 
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(The last equation uses the identifications of C@ f? and R @ C with C.) If C is a 
coalgebra over M, a /e$,f C=comodule is an object M in M together with a map 
$I : M --+ C@M such that 
If M and N are left C-comodules, a comoclule morphism from M to N is a map 
f: M + IV in M such that 
The category of left C-comodules i denoted by Womod. Similarly, we define 
Comod-C, the category of right C-comodules. 
If C, D are coalgebras over M, then C@ D is a coalgebra over M, with 
We denote by (011 the coalgebrd aver M which consists of the object C, and the maps 
6°P=f6 and cOp=c. 
Note that C-Con& = Comod-l?‘~ and Cornodd?= CUP-Comod. A comodule over 
C $3 Ccsn is sometimes called b bicomrtilrle uvet C. Note that C is a bicomodule over 
C via 
A bicomoduie M over C h.as a left C-comodule structure, with the map 
and has a right C-comodule structure, wit’~ the map 
If M and N are bicomodules over C, then a map f : M + Iv in M is a map of bicomo- 
dules if and only if it is both a map of left C-comodules and a map of right C-coma- 
dules. 
Let C be a coalgebra over M, A left C-comodule J is called a re&ktive injective if, 
for every map i: M + N in C-Comd for which there exists a map p in M with pi = I, 
and for every mapf : M +I in C-Cmwd, there exists a map g : N + J in C’tomod 
with gi = fi A left C-comodule M is called relatively completely reducible if for 
every map d : .N + M in C-Comod for which there exists a map p : M + N in M such 
that pi = I, there exists a map q : M --+ N in Nomod with 4 i = I. 
A coalgebra C over M is called cosepabfe if C is a relative injective C-bicomodule. 
If M is the category of vector spaces over a field k, and if @ is the usual tensor prod- 
uct over k, it can be shown that a coalgebra C is coseparable if and only if C is the 
direct sum of a collection of finite-dimensional coalgebras, each of which is the dual 
coalgebra to a finite-dimensional separable algebra. 
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IA mma 1. Let C be u coal&bra over M. Then the following statements are equivalent.; 
(i) C is mcptlrrrble. 
(ii) Tkare mists a map n : C @ C + C in C @ COP -Comod such that n S = 1. 
(iii) There exists u mup p : C@ C + R in M such that p 6 = E and (f @ p) (6 @ I) = 
= @@ r)(I cm). 
hf. We will show that ( i ) * (ii) * (iii) * (i ). 
ii) * (ii). Suppose C is coseparable. Consider the C-bicomoduic map S : C -+ C @ C. 
Since (I 6( E) 6 = I, and C is a relative injec tive C-bicomodulz, there exists a C-bico- 
module map A : C $3 C -+ C such that n 6 = I. This shows that (i) implies (ii). 
(ii) a (iii). Suppose now that there exists a C-bicomodule map r : C@ C -+ C such 
that n 6 = I. Let p = c IL Then p 8 = c. Shx IT is a C-bicwnodule map, 
Applying e @E @I to both sides of this equation, we conclude that 
applying I @ e @c: to both sides of the first equation we conclude that 
Therefore i I 
This shows that (ii} implies (iii). 
(iii) s (i).Suppose that there exists a map p : C@ C + R in M such that p 6 = (F 
and(IQp)(S9,~=Co~r)II:~6). Let 
We will1 show that n is a C-bicomodule map. To show this, it is syfficient to show 
that it is both a left C-comodule map and a right C-comodule map. Consider 
sn=rj(I~p)(6431)=(I~I~p)(S~f~1)(6~I) 
=(/QDrQDp)(IQDs@r)(s~I)=(~~r)(s~I). 
This shows that n is a left C-comodule map. Similarly, n is a right Ccomodule map. 
Therefore, n is a kicomodule map. Note that 
n6 =(I@p)(S@f)& =(~@p)(lQDS)S =(I@e)6 =I. 
We now show that C is a relative injective bicomodule. Let i : M + N be a map of 
comodules,letp:N-*MbeamapinMsuchthatpi=I,andletf:M~Cbeamap 
of bicomodules. Denote by $N the map N + 6 Q COP @ N. Then 
g = n (I Qp I(13 efp) eN : N + C is a bicomodulc map satisfying  i s fi III& shows 
that C is coseparable. Therefore, (iii) implies (i). 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
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Roof. Since C is coseparable, by Lemma 1 there exists a map p, : C @C’ -+ H in M 
such that (p @ /)(I @ 6) = (1 QD p)Cb @ p) and ~6 = e. Let i : N--Of be a map in 
CXomod, and let p : M* N be a map in M such that pi = 1. Define 
Note that 
the third equality using that 4 i = I and the fifth equality using that p 8 =f . It remains 
tcb show that y is a map in C-Comod, that is, that (I~@J q) $,w = Jliv q. We compute 
Therefore, (Ic’% 4) $Q,, = $,y 4. This compi?!s the proof of the lemma. 
An &&ZI WW-M is an object A in M together with maps p : A @A + A and 
TJ:R-+A suchthat 
If A and B are algebras over M, then d 6$ B is an algebra over M with 
P~QPB=Q@!~P~)(KN@I) and ~~~~=~49’7~- 
An u/&ebra morphism f : A + B is a map in M satisfying 
Note that an algebra over M is just a coalgebra over the category MOP. 
A Hqf al&=bru over M is an object N in M together with maps 4 : H 3 H @ H, 
~:N-,R,~1:H~)N~H,f7:R-+~~,ando:H~HinM,suchthatHtogetherwith 
6 and E is 3 coalgebra over M, ff together with p and q is an algebra over AI, 6 and E 
are algebra morphisms, and 
The map u is called the antipode of the Hopf algebra. The candi tiorr that 6 is an altge- 
bra morphism can be written 
01%W)(1*-7,~, 4)(6@ h)=fj p and 6 q=q@q. 
t(o@u)Fi=60 and p(o@a)t=op. 
Roof. Let G be the set of maps in M from H to H @H. If f. g f G, define f*g = 
=(p @ &I, 3,2,4)cf @ g)6. It is easily checked :hat this operation makes G into 
an associative semigroup with identity (17 @ q) E. The usual proof in [4] shows that 
t(o @ o)S is a right inve?se to d in G, and that S u is a left inverse to S in G. There- 
fore, the two maps are equal. The other equaIit!l is proved similarly. 
A Ieft integral X is called totd if X q = 1. The notionsgf right irmgn l and total tight 
irrtegrd are dellned similarly. 
Tkmm. Let N fie o Hopf algebra over M. Then the following statements are equiw- 
ulent: 
RQO~. We wiii show that (i) =+ (ii) =+ (iii) * (i)., and (iv) * (iii); Lemma 1 shows that 
{i) - (iv). 
(i) * (ii). Suppose that H is coseparable. If M is a left H-eomodute, we put a H-bi- 
comadule structure on M as follows: Let J, : M + H 6&f give the left H-comodule 
structure on M. Define $’ : M + H @ HOP @M by $’ = (1 @t) (Ji@ q). Then M to- 
gether with J/’ is an H-bicontodule, Denote this H-bicomodule by M”. I.& g be an 
HIbicomodufe map from M’ to H. The fact that g is a bicomodule map can be stated 
as 
Composing e@ Q @/ with both sides of this identity, we con&de that g = eg @ 9 = 
= q e g. We now show that cf g is a left H-comodule map from M $0 R. Since g is m 
H-bicomodule map, 
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Composing I@ I @ e with both sides of this identity. we conclude that 6 g = (I @g) $. 
Therefore, 
It follows that 
Tk equality of the extreme terms of this equation states that ~g is a left tkomodule 
map from M to R. 
We now show that R is a relative injective left H-comodule. Let i : M + A’ be a left 
H-comodule map for which there exists a map p : N -$$I in M with pi = I, and let 
/: M + R he a left H-comodule map. The maps i : N’ + M’ and ~)f: M’ + H are easily 
checked to be !I-bicomoduie maps. Since Ii is coseparahle, there exists an H-bicomo- 
duiemapg:N’4Hwithgi=qIC. But tigi= E qf = f. so e g : M -+ R is a left H+~mo- 
Jule map such that feg)i =J Therefore, R is a relative injective. This completes the 
proof that (I) implies (i.i). 
(,Ei) * (iii).Now suppcse that R is a relative injective left Hcomodule. Consider the 
left &comodulr map t) : H + R. The map E in M satisfies cq = I. Since R is a relative 
injective, therefore there exists a left H-eomodule map h : H --* R with h q = I. Since 
X is a left H-comodule map, (I @ A) S = q X. Therefore, X is a total left integral. This 
shows that (ii) implies (iii). 
(iii) * Qi).N ow suppose that X is a total left integral on H. Define p : H@ H --, R by 
p = h ~1 (I @ u). Observe that p S = E, since h q = I. Consider the map 
On the one hand this map 
but also this: map 
This shows that the! map satisfies Lemma I(iii). Therefore, H is coseparabie. This 
shows that (iii) of the theorem impties (i). 
(iv) * (iii) Now suppose that every left H-comodule is relatively completely reduc- 
ible. Consider the map q : R +H.Sincee~~=I,thereexistsamapX:H+Rin 
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H-Comod with hq = I. Since A is a map in H-Csmod, it follows that A is a left inte- 
gal. The condition that hq~ = I implies that X is a total left integral. This shows that 
(iv) * (iii). 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Various extensions of Sweedler’s Theorem immediately result from applications 
of this theorem to specitlc ategories. For example, let R be a commutative ring, and 
let M be the category of modules over R with the usual tensor product. In this case, 
relative complete reducibility means that any subcomodule which has a complemen- 
tary direct summand as an R-module has a complementary direct summand as an 
H-comodule. 
For another application, let M be the category of Banach spaces and let (19 = @ h 
be the completed tensor product with the least cross-norm as defined in [ 51. An ex- 
ample of a Hopf algebra in this category arises as follows: Let G be a compact local- 
ly compact group, and let c(G) be the space of continuous functions on G with the 
sup norm. Since C(G) 3 CyG) can be identified [ 1, p. 90) with C(G X G), the multi- 
plication map G X G -+ G and diagonal map G --+ G X G indtice maps 
QG) -+ CyG) @KY G’ (, J and C(G) @3 c(G) + GIG). The map R + c(G) is the map se rd- 
ing the scalar 5; into the constant function x, and the map C(G) -+ R is the map ‘6&& 
uation at the identity”. These maps make C(G) into a Hopf algebra. Using the fact 
that c(G)@ M can be identified [ 1 v p. 90] with C(G, M), the sp:tce o_fM-valued 
continuous functions with the sup norm, it can be shown that left C(G)-comodules 
can be identified with continuous right representations of G on Banach spaces. 
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